The rationale for an acute heart failure syndromes clinical trials network.
Clinical trials involving novel therapies treating acute heart failure syndromes (AHFS) have shown limited success with regard to both efficacy and safety. As a direct result, outcomes have changed little over time and AHFS remains a disease process associated with largely no change in hospitalization rates (80%), hospital length of stay (median 4.5 days), and in-hospital (4-7%) and 60-day mortality (10%). Despite extensive emergency department (ED) involvement during the initial phase of AHFS management, clinical trials have enrolled patients after the ED phase of management, up to 48 hours after initial therapy, long after many patients have experienced significant beneficial effects of standard therapy. As standard therapy has provided symptomatic improvement in up to 70% of patients in these trials, it is not surprising that investigational agents started after 24 to 48 hours of standard therapy have shown limited clinical efficacy when compared with standard therapy. The ability to screen, enroll, and randomize in the emergency setting is fundamental. The unique environment, the ethical complexities of enrollment in emergency-based research, and the need for rapid and standardized study-compliant care represent key challenges to active recruitment in AHFS studies. Specifically, the ability to identify and enroll a large cohort of AHFS patients early (<6 hours) in their presentation has been cited as the primary barrier to the appropriate design of clinical trials that includes this early window. In response, we have created a network of dedicated academic physicians with experience in clinical trials and acute management of heart failure who together can surmount this barrier and provide a framework for conducting early trials in AHFS.